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I. INTRODUCTION
Rotors form one of the most important structural components of a modern high speedturbomachinery power plant. They constitute a considerable portion of the totalweight. The use of conventional materials in the design of these rotors has been madepossible by a careful metallurgical control of the material properties. Furtheradvances in this field can only be made by a clearer understanding of the nature and acomplete picture of the stresses in the critical areas of the rotor.Available literature on the determination of stresses in rotating discs providesexhaustive information in the case of rotors whose lateral dimensions are small andhave rotational symmetry. In these conventional methods, it is assumed that thelateral thickness is small compared to the dimensions of the rotor and the presence ofany axial stress and axial variation of the other stresses is neglected. Establisheddesign procedures are available for the case of thin rotors of constant and variablethickness subjected to certain simple boundary conditions and loads. However, someof the rotors encountered in actual practice are far from this type of situation. Forexample, integral rotors, wide hub rotors, shrunk-on rotors, asymmetric hubs andflanged discs encountered in thermal turbomachinery, have no general method ofanalysis. Conventional two-dimensional analysis would not be useful in predicting thecritical stresses in the inner hub portion which would also be the critical section inmost of the designs. These can only be determined by a three-dimensional analysis.
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Summary-The importance of axial stresses in rotors and the effect of out-of-plane restraintsat the hub, on the in-plane stresses are investigated by using the finite element technique, witha hexahedral isoparametric element. The stresses in a non-dimensional form are comparedwith the plane stress solution- The probable mode of deformation of rotors of various axialthicknesses is given. The use of the above method in the analysis of an asymmetric rotor isalso demonstrated.
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Fia. 15. Radial distribution of effective stress on several axial planes of an asymmetric turbinewheel,
out-of-plane restraints on the three-dimensional stresses of uniform thickness rotorsas well as asymmetric rotors is elucidated. It has been shown that the axial stressesbecome significant even in the case of uniform thickness discs when the axialdimension becomes appreciable. Also, out-of-plane restraints have been shown to heof importance in the analysis of rotors and such conditions may effect and evenchange the nature and pattern of the in-plane stresses.
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